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Method Statement 

Safe Working Guide Notes for Pneumatic Tanker Discharge 

 
PURPOSE OF THESE GUIDE NOTES 

 

To ensure the safety of personnel and guide hauliers in a safe system for discharging Pneumatic tankers. 

 

SAFE SYSTEM OF WORK 
 

Ensure all PPE is worn when arrival on site 

Observe three points of contact when entering and leaving cab 

If you have to access the top of the tank, always work from the customers gantry, use the  

catwalk with handrail if there is no other option, always keep your feet on the catwalk, 

Wear a safety harness, never step on the tank! 

 

1. Driver parks in a safe position and reports to customer and presents 

documents. 

2. Driver to comply with customer’s instructions and site safety policy and 

safety rules. 

3. Ask customer to confirm that the silo can take amount of product being 

delivered. 

4. If blowing into a portable silo ensure the ground is firm and level and able 

to support the load. 

Do not blow into a silo that is leaning (Seek Advice) 

5. Ask customer to confirm that silo level alarms and filtration systems are 

switched on. 

6. Park the vehicle for discharge in a safe position, if it is unsafe to reverse, 

the driver must obtain assistance from a person in suitable authority on 

site. Do not proceed if the ground is not suitable for your vehicle. 

7. Connect discharge hose to correct product silo, and obtain signature 

from customer to authorise delivery. 

8. Ensure ground air release valve is closed. 

9. Remove clip and blanking cap from vehicle discharge pipe. 

10. Connect delivery hose to silo from vehicle, ensuring clamps and rubber 

seals are clean and secured in place. 

11. Ensure product valves are closed and final valve if fitted.  

12. Start donkey engine or blower. 

13. Open valve on customers silo pipe (where fitted). 

14. Wait for tanker to build up tank pressure. 

15. Check safety valve is working by turning the Knurled cap until air is 

released. 

16. Open No.3 ring jet valve to blow air through and check customer line is 

clear. If a blockage is observed shut No.3 ring jet valve open ground 
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release valve and stop donkey engine or blower and inform customer of 

problem.  

17. If customer line is clear and no blockage observed, build tank pressure 

to 1 or 2 Bar depending on the product you are blowing. 

Once pressure has built up open rear boost valve and then open rear  

pot product valve. It is possible to open No 1 boost valve for all pots and 

just open each pot product valve in turn.  

18. Please note: some tankers also have a final valve fitted at the back of 

the tanker; this will need to be opened after the product valve and left 

open till product discharge has finished on all pots.  

19. While discharging keep tapping tanker pot side to check level and once 

pressure in tank starts to fall rapidly, close product valve on rear pot. 

20. Once rear pot is empty move back to step 16 and open boost valve and 

product valve for remaining pots usually working from back pot to front 

pot. Then if you were to be part loaded you would still have weight on 

the drive axle of your vehicle.  

21. Once you think you have emptied all pots on your vehicle you should 

open all boost valves individually, for approximately 2 seconds, to clear 

lines.  

22. Close all product valves, shut all boost valves, close final valve if fitted, 

and undo ground release valve. 

23. Disengage blower or shut down donkey engine. 

24. Care should be taken during delivery from tankers to avoid the venting 

of air to silos at a rate which is likely to result in over pressurisation of 

the silos.  Particularly at the end stage of deliveries care should be taken.   

25. In order to significantly reduce the risk of over-pressurising a silo, 

residual air should only be discharged (where allowed) to the silo in a 

controlled manner, through, for example small bore pipes, bleeds valves, 

or other restrictions or alternatively discharge to atmosphere through 

filtering equipment fitted to the tanker.   

26. When tank pressure has reached zero close customer silo valve. 

27. Never loosen the rear product pipe clamp, to release pressure in the 

discharge pipe. Always vent air back through your tanker or through any 

release valves, where fitted, to check there is no pressure in discharge 

pipe before disconnecting. 

28. If no air is emitted and the pipe is floppy when stood on, it is safe to 

remove discharge hose from vehicle. 

29. Refit blanking cap to discharge pipe. 

30. Remove discharge hose from silo. 

31. Obtain signature for load and leave site. 
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POWDER STORAGE SILO RISKS 

SILO PROTECTION AUTO SHUT OFF SYSTEMS 

SILO PROTECTION 

Many industries such as food, pharmaceutical and quarry, handle and transport millions of tonnes 

of product every year. This product comes in many different shapes, sizes and densities, but a 

great deal is shipped in powder and particulate form. These products are shipped from site to site, 

mainly by road tanker, and are then discharged from the tanker to the sites’ silos by fluidising the 

powder and blowing it into the silo. 

This pneumatic conveying operation uses air to carry the product into the silo and this air must 

then be vented via a suitable filter. Silo protection is necessary as there are inherent risks with 

delivering product in this way. 

OVER PRESSURIZATION 

If the air is not vented then the silo can become pressurised and most silos are not tested as 

pressure vessels. Indeed, only a small increase (such as 1 psi) may be sufficient to either rupture 

the silo or blow the filter element off the silo roof. 

OVER FILLING 

Another common problem is over filling the silo as a result of a level probe failure or wrongly 

specified technology for the application. 

Both of these conditions necessitate the need for a silo protection system. 

HOW DOES OVER PRESSURIZATION OCCUR? 

Any basic silo which is pneumatically filled with powder product will probably have the following 

equipment fitted: a high-level probe, a pressure sensor, air filter, and a pressure relief valve for 

protection if an increase in pressure occurs. 

A potentially dangerous situation can occur with one or more of the following: 
 Over filling of the silo leading to filter blinding 
 Failure of the pressure relief valve 
 Failure of the high-level probe 
 Failure or blockage of the pressure sensor 
 Failure of the filter 
 Inadequate maintenance of the above 
 Uncontrolled discharge of the tanker 

 

WITHOUT PROTECTION WHAT IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN? 

DAMAGE TO SILO 

Resulting in loss of production and expensive repair of replacement of the silo or filters, as well as 

costly clean-up operation. 

DANGEROUS SITUATION 

Operator safety is at risk from heavy filter units falling from great heights. This has serious health 

and safety implications for the site operators as risk of death. 
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OVERSPILL OF PRODUCT 

Emissions to atmosphere could have a serious effect on the environment, especially if the product 

is corrosive or hazardous and may result in large fines and expensive clean-up operations. 

 

 

SAFETY RULES 
 

• Upon arrival on customer premises always adhere to site safety rules, 

follow designated routes and look out for any overhead pipes, wiring or 

other hazards. 

• Drivers must remain at the vehicle controls throughout the discharge 

process and wear appropriate PPE eye protection at all times. 

• Never start donkey engine or engine blower until the discharge hose is 

fitted to vehicle and silo. 

• Never leave a pressurised tanker unattended. 

• Operate tanker controls in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions.   

• Ensure that the delivery is effected using the maximum possible product 

to air ratio and cease immediately in the event of a high level alarm or 

dust emission. Further delivery to a silo after a warning device has been 

activated or halted due to dust emissions is only acceptable with a 

signed authorisation by the site manager or his nominee and then only 

with caution and under supervision. 

• Only use clean, suitable clips and rubbers and check condition of hose 

for damage before use. 

• Stop product discharge when silo alarm sounds and report to customer. 

• Be aware of other site traffic; seek assistance when reversing from 

suitable person in authority. 

• Never remove discharge hose until all pressure has been released from 

the tank. 

• Never loosen the rear product pipe clamp, to release pressure in the 

discharge pipe. Always vent air back through your tanker or through 

any release valves, where fitted, to check there is no pressure in 

discharge pipe before disconnecting. 

• Never climb onto tank when under pressure. 

• Never touch the tank’s (man lid) whilst the tank is pressurised. 

• Do no kick open or shut the twist locks of the man lid. 

• Never climb on your tank at any time unless authorised to do so. 

•  Remain on the walkway and attach your Harness. 

In an emergency follow onsite emergency procedures and 
Contact: 

Dowse Haulage: 01652682723,         or           Mobile 07860618941 
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